June Study Guide
This guide moves rapidly through several rules, especially Rule 1 and 2.
More in depth of Rule 8 is covered here. July guide will involve the
remaining Rules 9/10. Lot’s to cover so let’s get to it.
1-1
Know when GHSA officials take jurisdiction prior to kickoff and how far
post game jurisdiction extends and for what specific reason(s).
1-2
How large are team boxes?
When the pylon(s) are properly placed are they inbounds or out of bounds at
the intersection of the goal lines and sidelines?
1-5
Know required protective equipment and legal and illegal manners they are
worn.
Know types of illegal equipment.
What process happens after illegal equipment or legal equipment is worn
improperly is discovered?
2-3
When can an offensive player legally push, pull (obviously requires
grabbing) an opponent?
When can a defensive player push, pull or ward off an opponent?
What is a chop block? Define blocking below the waist. Define a blindside
block.
2-4
Define a catch.
Other Critical Definitions
Clipping/Blocking in the back
Fair catch Valid and Invalid
Encroachment- please learn new definition based on new ready for play
definition
Force- this is an essential definitionFouls- different types
Two different types of scrimmage kick formations

Free Blocking Zone
Kick- when starts and ends, what is a legal and illegal kick and different
types of kicks
Muff
Out of Bounds
Post-scrimmage kick enforcement
Ready for Play- new definition
What is a lineman and what is a back by definition?
Substitute
Defenseless player
Spots
8-2
What are the options to scoring team when opponent commits a live ball foul
during a touchdown scoring play in terms of enforcement?
Does a change of possession during the down affect these options?
What are the options if there is an unsportsmanlike or non-player foul?
8-3
When does the try start and end?
How does a foul on K/A or B/R affect the outcome of a successful try?
Unsuccessful?
8-4
What are options for Team K for a foul by R on a successful field goal?
Does Post-scrimmage kick enforcement apply to an unsuccessful field goal?
8-5
How does force affect whether there is a touchback or safety?
Define the ways a safety is scored
Define the ways a touchback occurs

